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October 27, Author: New York, New York: Before the French and Spanish intervention in the Rebellion,
British generals moved their troops by sea with impunity allowing the British Army to travel faster and land
their troops anywhere. The overpowering massive British fleet protected the army from Rebel assault and
siege. However, the ability to freely operate disappeared when the French and Spanish entered the
Revolutionary War as the combined Franco-Spanish fleets represented formidable adversaries. However, the
Allied navies did not operate at the beck and call of the Rebels, as the prime Franco-Spanish mission was to
secure their colonies in the West Indies and to capture valuable British sugar islands such as Jamaica.
Philbrick points out that the disastrous hurricane of October decimated the Allied fleets while on station in the
Caribbean. This experience taught French admirals that by moving to North America during late summer and
fall, they could escape the hurricane season and better protect their ships. By adding the French Caribbean
fleet to the smaller French fleet operating out of Newport, Rhode Island the combined fleet would be a
formidable opponent for the widely dispersed British North American naval forces. As with Allied
commanders in many European wars, Rochambeau and Washington had a cordial, but mistrustful and
competitive relationship. Learning that French Admiral Comte de Grasse, commander of the French Caribbean
fleet planned to move his ships to the Chesapeake region, not New York City, as Washington desired,
Rochambeau, withheld this vital information from Washington. The arrival of the French Fleet off the
Chesapeake saved the day by establishing naval superiority for the first time in the Revolution. Unlike most
historians, Philbrick points to a little known naval battle that swept the British from the Chesapeake and sent
them back to New York. Ironically, with no Americans fighting in the naval clash of the Chesapeake, this
battle, in his view was more important than the subsequent Yorktown land siege, a fait accompli given the fact
that Lord Cornwallis was trapped and could not evacuate by sea. Exploring the geopolitical complexities,
Philbrick offers compelling evidence that demonstrates that the Yorktown campaign victory was not
preordained and that the outcome could have gone either way. He describes that the French Army in America,
as well as the Rebels, were desperately short of money. Only the assistance of Francisco de Sangronis
Saavedra, a Spanish diplomat who organized the loan of specie from wealthy Havana residents to provide the
French commanders with much need hard currency money. Neither government ever reimbursed these vital,
patriotic funding sources. However, he does great justice to place the French and Spanish participation and
naval affairs front and center in the interpretation of the Revolutionary War. Too often, authors focus on the
Rebel land victories diminishing the overarching impact of naval affairs. I recommend the highly
approachable In the Hurricanes Eye to both scholars and general readers.
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In an attempt to reduce the possibility of groups of nation-states dominating the negotiations, the conference
used a consensus process rather than majority vote. With more than nations participating, the conference lasted
until The resulting convention came into force on 16 November , one year after the 60th state, Guyana,
ratified the treaty. The convention introduced a number of provisions. The most significant issues covered
were setting limits, navigation, archipelagic status and transit regimes, exclusive economic zones EEZs ,
continental shelf jurisdiction, deep seabed mining, the exploitation regime, protection of the marine
environment, scientific research, and settlement of disputes. The convention set the limit of various areas,
measured from a carefully defined baseline. Normally, a sea baseline follows the low-water line, but when the
coastline is deeply indented, has fringing islands or is highly unstable, straight baselines may be used. The
areas are as follows: Internal waters Covers all water and waterways on the landward side of the baseline. The
coastal state is free to set laws, regulate use, and use any resource. Foreign vessels have no right of passage
within internal waters. A vessel in the high seas assumes jurisdiction under the internal laws of its flag State.
Pursuit of a ship by the Coastal State may only take place in the internal waters and is required to end when
reaching the contiguous zone. Territorial waters Out to 12 nautical miles 22 kilometres; 14 miles from the
baseline, the coastal state is free to set laws, regulate use, and use any resource. Vessels were given the right of
innocent passage through any territorial waters, with strategic straits allowing the passage of military craft as
transit passage , in that naval vessels are allowed to maintain postures that would be illegal in territorial
waters. Fishing, polluting, weapons practice, and spying are not "innocent", and submarines and other
underwater vehicles are required to navigate on the surface and to show their flag. Nations can also
temporarily suspend innocent passage in specific areas of their territorial seas, if doing so is essential for the
protection of their security. Archipelagic waters The convention set the definition of Archipelagic States in
Part IV, which also defines how the state can draw its territorial borders. A baseline is drawn between the
outermost points of the outermost islands, subject to these points being sufficiently close to one another. All
waters inside this baseline are designated Archipelagic Waters. The state has sovereignty over these waters
like internal waters , but subject to existing rights including traditional fishing rights of immediately adjacent
states. Exclusive economic zones EEZs These extend nautical miles kilometres; miles from the baseline.
Within this area, the coastal nation has sole exploitation rights over all natural resources. In casual use, the
term may include the territorial sea and even the continental shelf. The EEZs were introduced to halt the
increasingly heated clashes over fishing rights, although oil was also becoming important. The success of an
offshore oil platform in the Gulf of Mexico in was soon repeated elsewhere in the world, and by it was
technically feasible to operate in waters 4, metres deep. Foreign nations have the freedom of navigation and
overflight, subject to the regulation of the coastal states. Foreign states may also lay submarine pipes and
cables. However, it may never exceed nautical miles kilometres; miles from the baseline; or it may never
exceed nautical miles kilometres; miles beyond the 2,meter isobath the line connecting the depth of 2, meters.
Coastal states have the right to harvest mineral and non-living material in the subsoil of its continental shelf, to
the exclusion of others. Coastal states also have exclusive control over living resources "attached" to the
continental shelf, but not to creatures living in the water column beyond the exclusive economic zone. Aside
from its provisions defining ocean boundaries, the convention establishes general obligations for safeguarding
the marine environment and protecting freedom of scientific research on the high seas, and also creates an
innovative legal regime for controlling mineral resource exploitation in deep seabed areas beyond national
jurisdiction, through an International Seabed Authority and the Common heritage of mankind principle. It
establishes an International Seabed Authority ISA to authorize seabed exploration and mining and collect and
distribute the seabed mining royalty. The United States objected to the provisions of Part XI of the Convention
on several grounds, arguing that the treaty was unfavorable to American economic and security interests. From
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to , the United States accepted all but Part XI as customary international law, while attempting to establish an
alternative regime for exploitation of the minerals of the deep seabed. An agreement was made with other
seabed mining nations and licenses were granted to four international consortia. Concurrently, the Preparatory
Commission was established to prepare for the eventual coming into force of the Convention-recognized
claims by applicants, sponsored by signatories of the Convention. Overlaps between the two groups were
resolved, but a decline in the demand for minerals from the seabed made the seabed regime significantly less
relevant. In addition, the decline of Socialism and the fall of Communism in the late s had removed much of
the support for some of the more contentious Part XI provisions. In , consultations were begun between
signatories and non-signatories including the United States over the possibility of modifying the Convention to
allow the industrialized countries to join the Convention. The resulting Agreement on Implementation was
adopted as a binding international Convention. It mandated that key articles, including those on limitation of
seabed production and mandatory technology transfer, would not be applied, that the United States, if it
became a member, would be guaranteed a seat on the Council of the International Seabed Authority, and
finally, that voting would be done in groups, with each group able to block decisions on substantive matters.
The Agreement also established a Finance Committee that would originate the financial decisions of the
Authority, to which the largest donors would automatically be members and in which decisions would be
made by consensus.
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Now it is lacking potable water, with only hours of electricity per day. There is severe widespread physical
and psychological trauma and illnesses from numerous Israeli bomb attacks and ground invasions. These have
killed thousands and left hundreds of thousands homeless, with widespread infrastructure destroyed. The UN
has predicted that Gaza will become uninhabitable within the next 2 years. Background In , Israel invaded and
occupied the Gaza Strip. The people of Gaza have suffered under a maritime siege ever since. This blockade is
inhumane and illegal. It amounts to collective persecution. Ships from the Gaza Strip are prevented from
leaving Gaza territorial waters, and international cargo is prevented from sailing directly into Gaza. Israel
illegally blocks food, medicine, fuel, repair equipment, and other materials to and from Gaza. All goods
intended for Gaza must go through Israeli ports, and Israel completely controls what is allowed in and out of
Gaza. For the last 11 years, this siege has become extremely severe. Despite international standards of 20
nautical miles, Gaza fishing vessels are limited to nautical miles, depending on the whims of the occupier.
Fishers often suffer violent attacks by Israeli warships. They have been injured and killed, and many Gazan
fishing vessels have been confiscated, damaged and destroyed. An international civil society group, the Free
Gaza Movement, breached this maritime siege by successfully sailing into Gaza five times in Ever since,
attempts to sail additional boats into Gaza by the Free Gaza Movement, and subsequently the Freedom Flotilla
Coalition, have been stopped by violent Israeli piracy in international waters. Activists have been injured and
killed, thrown into Israeli prisons, and deported. Boats and ships have been hijacked and confiscated by Israel.
To date, the international community has been unwilling to take any substantial action that could give Gaza
the right to maritime commerce like all other countries in the world. For decades, the U. The international
community cannot continue to simply stand by and allow the suffering of the Palestinians to continue,
especially in Gaza, where the abuse is so clear and so preventable. The General Assembly can implement this
General Assembly Intervention Plan, a flotilla of state-sponsored cargo ships to carry humanitarian supplies to
Gaza free of any Israeli interference. Ironically and to the point, Israel itself identified the creation of a
maritime blockade by Egypt in as being illegal and a casus belli an act of war. The United States backed that
Israeli position in asserting that uninvolved nations could break an illegal blockade between A and B, and the
U. President, Lyndon Johnson, proposed such a flotilla of military ships to break what he understood to be an
illegal Egyptian maritime blockade of an important Israeli port. The Uniting for Peace Doctrine states: This
blockade is an issue that can be completely solved by the General Assembly without force or violence.
Furthermore, such action would stipulate that the Israeli maritime blockade ends under threat of serious
sanctions. It is time to take concrete substantial support for the Palestinians, in particular, for the people of
Gaza. Moving Forward A group of activists from the U. Our intention was to bring attention to this General
Assembly Intervention Plan for Gaza, gain support, and generate discussion among a number of missions.
While at the UN, along with our allied organizations, we had meetings with officials from the Palestine
Mission to the UN and 12 other nations. Although he was not able to fully endorse this initiative based on a
first meeting, he assured us that he would not oppose it. At the evening reception, we had informal discussions
with other mission representatives and members of civil society supporting Palestinian rights. In summary, the
General Assembly Intervention plan is the next logical step, following the giant footsteps of the Free Gaza
Movement and the Freedom Flotilla Coalition. Its goal is to permanently end the 50 year old maritime siege of
Gaza. The GAIP is gaining a growing list of endorsers, which include, but are not limited to: To make a
contribution using your Paypal account or credit card, please click HERE Or kindly send your contribution to:
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It is an extraordinary instrument which has limbs of mahogany with brass furniture and a finely engraved
boxwood scale inlaid into the large arc. Each degree is sub-divided into 20 arc minute segments, with diagonal
lines cutting across 10 concentric circles. Below the diagonal scale is a second linear scale divided into single
degrees and subdivided to 20 arc minutes. These precise divisions are quite remarkable considering they were
hand-done, before the advent of the mechanical dividing engine! To attain such accuracy the instrument was
necessarily large. The quadrant is equipped with an index mirror and horizon mirror, a set of three pivoting
filters, and a peep sight with pivoting shade. It has a blank ivory nameplate in the cross brace. The index arm
stop is a single brass thumb screw. There is no fine adjustment feature on these early instruments. Condition is
remarkably excellent for a working device which saw sea service over years ago! A true museum piece! It
spurred much innovative interest in celestial navigation. In May John Hadley, an English mathematician,
presented a paper to his fellow members of the Royal Society in London describing the use of a double
reflecting quadrant or "octant. The principle is that when the angle of a celestial object and the horizon is seen
through a double reflection, that angle is condensed in half between the two reflecting surfaces. A mirror was
fixed at that point which would move with the arm. A second mirror, half of which was transparent so that the
user could view the horizon, was fixed to one limb and a sight was attached to the opposite limb. A precise
scale, calibrated in degrees, was scribed on the arc of the bottom limb of the triangle, across which the index
arm moved. This continued to be the basic form of angle measuring navigational instruments for the next
years, and still remains, even with the advent of GPS! Quite independently of Hadley, Thomas Godfrey, a
Philadelphia glazier and acquaintance of Benjamin Franklin, devised an improved altitude measuring device
based on the same principle over a year earlier. Godfrey also received a prize from the Board of Longitude of
chronometer fame for his work. However it was Hadley who ultimately received the most credit for the
invention. Not only was it more accurate, it provided simplicity of operation, and the ability to "capture" the
object being sighted for rapid, multiple sightings. The merits of the quadrant were immediately noticed by the
British Admiralty and its commercial production was begun. Even so, the instrument did not find popular
acceptance and general use amongst traditionally minded mariners until after The earliest Hadley quadrants,
like backstaves, were constructed of walnut or other indigenous woods, with the scales being engraved on
boxwood although examples on brass do exist.
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Critical site protection embassies in war torn countries. It is divided into four platoons French: These platoons
are further divided into individual teams of operators. Two of the intervention platoons are specialized in high
altitude jumps, the other two are specialized in diving. Their main mission is the close protection of the French
president. Operational Support force French: Female gendarmes are admitted in all forces, except the
intervention force. There are several tactical specialties in the group, including: Helicopter support is provided
by Gendarmerie helicopters and, for tactical deployment of large groups, by GIH French: The domestic units,
initially known as PI2Gs French: The ship had been occupied by the Corsican trade union STC. The DGGN
can take charge in a major crisis; however, most of the day-to-day missions are conducted in support of local
units of the Departmental Gendarmerie. Some of the best known GIGN operations include: GIGN snipers and
French Foreign Legion troops neutralized the hostage takers in an operation that was only partially successful
as two children were killed. Planning the liberation of diplomats from the French embassy in San Salvador in
the hostage-takers surrendered before the assault was conducted. Protection of the Olympic Winter Games in
Albertville. The airliner had been hijacked by four GIA terrorists who were shot during the assault. Three
passengers had been executed during the negotiations with the Algerian government before the plane was
allowed to leave Algiers, but the assault resulted in no further loss of life for the passengers and crew, at the
cost of 25 persons wounded 13 passengers, 3 aircrew and 9 GIGN. The mission received a wide coverage as
news channels broadcast the assault live. Arrest of the mercenary Bob Denard and his group during a coup
attempt in in Comoros Operation Azalee. Operations in Bosnia to arrest persons indicted for war crimes.
Capture of 6 Somali pirates and recovery of part of the ransom after ensuring that Le Ponant luxury yacht
hostages were freed in the coast of Puntland in Somalia on the Gulf of Aden. Neutralization of the two
terrorists involved in the Paris Charlie Hebdo shooting in January Deployment following an Al-Qaeda
hostage situation at the Radisson Blu hotel in Bamako, Mali on November 20, , but the situation had already
been taken care of by local police with assistance from US and French special forces when the GIGN team
arrived. Selection and training[ edit ] GIGN assault team and Sherpa armoured truck during a demo- June
Candidates undertake a one-week pre-selection screening followed, for those accepted, by a fourteen months
training program which includes shooting , long-range marksmanship it is often considered as one of the best
shooting schools in the world , an airborne course and hand-to-hand combat training.
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Currently COS is composed of the following units: The unit is tasked with conducting three primary types of
missions: DAOS is currently composed of two special operations helicopter squadrons. The first squadron
operates Puma and Cougar transport helicopters, while the second squadron operates Gazelle gunships armed
with 20mm canonons. Future plans call for the unit to be equipped with the new Eurocopter Tiger gunship.
The four assault commandos are: Commando Trepel- Commando de Monfort- Commando Penfentenyo- At
one time there was also a reserve unit, Commando Francois, but it appears to have been disbanded. Each
assault commando is composed of approximately 80 men, who are divided into four sections Command,
Support, Assault, or Reconnaissance. The assault commandos are tasked with performing beach recon,
intelligence gathering, ship assaults, small boat operations, POW rescue, CSAR, and acting as shock troops
during amphibious operations. Commando Hubert is divided into two companies. The first company is
composed of 50 men divided into four sections: Future plans call for an E-section to be formed using assets
drawn from A-section, and the second company. E-section will specialize in boat support with the units
Hurricane RIBs. The unit is uses standard C Transall transport aircraft. Specially selected pilots, and air crews
are trained in at low level flying techniques, and conducting operatins while wearing night vision goggles
NVGs. The squadron is equipped with Puma transport, and Puma gunship helicopters. The unit is trained in
conducting low light, night and low level operations, and works externsively with COS units to help
standardize operational procedures. COS also maintains a large support staff, a research and development
branch, and group of reservist who trained in conducting psychological and civil affairs operations. The unit
specializes in operations in Africa, but has recently started focusing on operations in Europe. They are also
tasked with supporting COS during joint operations. The GRS is subdivided into two units. The second unit is
Unite Cynophile Dog Unit , which uses specially trained dogs to detect explosives. They have also operated in
support of COS. They are alos capble of operating in support of French maritime CT units. It operates under
the administrative of the 11 DP. Each of its combat companies specializes in a differant type of combat. The
unit conducts underwater demolition operations; EOD operations; sabotage operations; beach recon; engineer
recon; and assists other during river crossings. The unit is composed of specially trained Gendarmarie military
police. The unit was originally formed from members of GIGN. The unit has been very actice over the last few
years, dealing with a wave of Islamic sponcerd terrorist attacks on French soil. They are responsible for
handling viloent crimes such as, hostage situations, bank robberies, barricaded suspects, and other situations
that normal officers are not trained to handle. The Action Divsion is divided in to three branches:
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Many words and expressions originate from our relationship with the sea. Western civilization has its roots in
the areas surrounding the Mediterranean Sea. From the earliest Phoenician and Greek cultures, over two
thousand years ago, the Mediterranean Sea was not only essential for survival, providing food, but also in
maintaining economic and social ties between the people living around the sea. The language used from these
early times became permeated with nautical terms. The nautical terms became the one universal language
understood by different cultures. Throughout the ages, new words and phrases have entered into our language
from this continuing tie to the oceans. The English language gained many additions during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries when British naval and merchant ships traveled the seas. Below we have assembled a list
of some of the more common words and phrases that relate to our connection to the sea: Pirates would often
hide much of the crew below the deck. The ships that displayed the crew openly on the deck were thought to
be honest merchant ships known as "above board". Meaning along side the beam of a ship. Now a common
expression, "keeping abreast of a situation" means staying in touch with or keeping up with. An admiral is a
senior ranking officer and the word signifies a commander of a fleet, or part of a fleet, in all maritime nations.
The root of the word is from the Arabic word amir meaning commander. Comes from the Latin term adornare
meaning to embellish. Commonly used to refer to the ornate woodwork on the stern of old sailing ships. To
adorn is to make something more attractive. Naval word for anyone or anything that cannot be found or has
come undone. Ships are adrift when they are moved about at the will of the wind and tide. The sea watch from
noon until 4 p. An Albatross is a large and long-winged seabird of the Southern Hemisphere capable of long
flights. It was believed among seamen that albatrosses embodied the souls of dead sailors and it was
considered unlucky to kill one. Nautical expression to describe the condition of a vessel lost out of site of land.
Now the expression or its shortened form "at sea" is used to describe someone who is confused, bewildered
and unable to understand. All hands on deck: A term used to tell all seamen to get to their stations or positions
and prepare for action. Today this expression is used to describe something that is "all done" or completed.
The front part of the sail which meets the wind is called the luff. Today the word is used to describe a person
who is distant or stands apart from the others. Any port in a storm: When trouble struck at sea, seamen would
go to the nearest to "any port in a storm. Armed to the teeth: As the crow flies:. The most direct route from one
place to another without detours. Before modern navigational systems existed, British vessels customarily
carried a cage of crows. These birds fly straight to the nearest land when released at sea thus indicating the
direction of the nearest land was. At a loose ends: A nautical term for a rope when unattached and therefore
neglected or not doing its job. At a rate of knots: To go at top speed. This is used to describe someone who is
traveling or driving very fast. To bale out means to remove water from a vessel. From the 17th century, it
described the Spanish custom of hoisting false flags to deceive bamboozle enemies. Describes a sailing vessel
with no sail set. A ship in a storm that has taken down all of her sails is with or under bare poles. The word
barge refers to the more common, flat-bottomed workboat which is hard to maneuver and difficult to control.
They would bump and bang into other boats thus the term. Now used as a term meaning "get ready". The term
originates from the act of securing the hatches and tarpaulins covering them on a boat with use of battens long
flat blades made of wood in preparation for a coming storm. To approach something from upwind, to bear
down is to sail fast, often towards the enemy in a threatening manner. Today to bear down is still used to
describe "making a rush at", as well as exert strength or pressure upon something or to pay special attention in
some situation. The word originated from the name of a London mental hospital, St. Mary of Bethlehem
Hospital, where the Royal Navy would discharge men for treatment of mental illness. Now the word is used to
describe a state of extreme confusion and disorder. Originating aboard sailing vessels, the wide, flared, legs on
bell-bottomed trousers are easy to roll up when working, cleaning or wading on a boat. Bigwig officers aboard
ships were often disliked. Today it is still used to refer to the most important person in a group or undertaking
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and is often used in a derogatory manner. Now slang for nonsense, the term bilge water is the water that
collects and stagnates in the bilge of a ship. Nautical term for rinsing or cleaning out something such as a cask
of rum. Thus a sailor who had cleaned out such a rum cask was known to have a binge. Now the term is used
to describe any act of immoderate indulgence of for example alcohol. To bravely face up to something
unpleasant, one is said to "bite the bullet". This originated from the practice of giving sailors and soldiers a
bullet to bite during amputations or other surgery before the use of anesthetics. The last part of a rope or final
link of chain. The end attached to the vessel, as opposed to the "working end" which may be attached to an
anchor, cleat, other vessel, etc. Today the term is used to describe a final, painful, or disastrous conclusion
however unpleasant it may be. The punishments for offenses were often harsh. Blood is thicker than water: A
well known saying meaning that family relationships are more important than all other relationships. It was
originally attributed to an U. Navy commodore Josiah Tattnail who used the expression when justifying his
intervention in the British attack on the Peiho forts in June during the second China war. Originally known as
bounty money, it was the financial reward for sinking an enemy ship. A piece of wood fitted in various places
to prevent chafing. Today the term means to support and strengthen. C Calm before the storm: Although not
exclusively nautical, this has been attributed to seagoing folk as a result of their constant and intimate
interaction with the weather. Although not known at the time, an approaching storm will drop the barometric
pressure, creating a low directly ahead of the storm front. If a storm comes from a direction that is opposite to
the prevailing winds, the prevailing breezes will eventually be overcome by the storm front. Just before this
happens, however, there will be an equalization of wind speed from two opposing directions resulting in an
absence of any wind. The meaning is not lost on landlubbers: Before someone explodes in anger, they almost
invariably become overly quiet and, in some instances, even tranquil. Naval name for stains down the front of
jumper, jacket or coat caused by food or drink. From the Latin carina keel or French carener. When hulls on
old wooden ships needed to be cleaned, patched, caulked, etc. Usually this was done on a careenage -- a steep,
sandy shoreline when the tide had gone out. Break off; to break a spar, bowsprit or part a rope. A spar is said
to "carry away" when it is broken or disabled. In the days of sail, the officer of the deck kept a weather eye
constantly on the slightest change in the wind so that the sails could be reefed or added as necessary to ensure
the fastest headway. Whenever a good breeze came along, the order to "carry on" would be given. It meant to
hoist every bit of canvas the yards could carry. Today the expression means to continue onward or go on with
a given task. A shipwrecked or marooned sailor or, in some cases, a sailor put ashore as punishment. To cast
away was to commit a deliberate act to cause a ship to sink, to be lost or to make it necessary to abandon her.
Until , an authorized instrument of punishment in the British Navy, composed of nine pieces of chord about
half a yard long fixed upon a piece of thick rope for a handle. Each length of chord had three knots at close
intervals near the striking end. Sailors were flogged with the cay on the bare back for transgressing "The
Articles of War" the rules of the service. A "thieves cat" had larger and harder knots than usual and was used
only for punishing thieves. A maker and seller of candles was known as a chandler and the place where
candles were made and sold was a chandlery. Boats at that time consumed large amounts of candles on a
voyage.
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The ten-year experience and the passion for the sea are the key of success for Mare Servizi. Acquired know-how and a
lot of contacts with the main brands of boating allow Mare Servizi to ensure punctuality and precision during each
intervention, responding to the needs of the most demanding customer with reliability and courtesy.
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Last month, Kotaku published images of Taiwanese special forces. They were totally frightening. But Taiwan doesn't
have a monopoly on scary troops. Other countries are ready to terrify you, too.
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